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RICOH EUROPE  

EDUCATION CAMPAIGN

Ricoh Europe, a global customer of Engagement Factory with whom we 

work on a variety of lead nurture campaigns in different regions across 

Europe, tasked us to engage their audience in the awareness campaign 

for the Education activity. Engagement Factory picked up this brief with 

enthusiasm and creative approach and extended campaign from just 

informative emails to a content-driven communication reaching out to 

various audiences – from young enthusiasts to business specialists. A 

set of landing pages with themes of Flexible, Interactive and Personal 

learning followed by relevant personalised emails and capture forms was 

developed and deployed. 

Tags: marketing services, professional services, consultancy, content 

marketing
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RICOH NETHERLANDS  

INVITATION CAMPAIGN

Engagement Factory, the Oracle Eloqua partner for Ricoh Netherlands, is 

responsible for invitation campaigns relating to sponsored events such as 

the Ricoh Open, KLM Open and Ladies Open. Ricoh Netherlands facilitates 

several knowledge sessions and a general hospitality program during 

these events. Engagement Factory supports Ricoh Netherlands with the 

execution of their Oracle Eloqua campaigns. 

Ricoh Netherlands provide a campaign execution brief consisting of the 

campaign flow design, the form structure and a selection of content. 

Engagement Factory use the brief to develop the complete campaign and 

all the associated assets, including landing pages, emails, confirmation 

pages and invites, registration and (un)subscription for the events. We 

also manage any technical requirements, such as ensuring any actions 

associated with a particular process are handled correctly. All of the assets 

are fully developed in Eloqua by Engagement Factory’s technical design 

team. 

Ricoh Netherlands is able to use these fully automated campaign flows 

to effectively manage communications around multiple events, with both 

potential and registered attendees, whether it is an invite, registration 

confirmation, or simply additional information. 

Tags: marketing services





DLL 

LIFE CYCLE ASSET MANAGEMENT

Engagement Factory campaigns for DLL LCAM (DLL life cycle asset 

management) were designed to increase awareness and interest of the 

external network amongst relevant business audiences. In order to build 

a qualitative database in Eloqua, several campaigns, such as “Realizing 

opportunities of a circular business model”, were created and promoted as 

key content of the campaign. As a result of the development of a structured 

campaign together with DLL, we were able to measure the different 

sources of the traffic and to look at the conversion rate per source. The 

campaigns not only resulted into image building for DLL around this topic, 

but also into a qualitative database in Eloqua, an increase the follower 

base of the DLL LinkedIn page and ultimately drived qualitative leads to 

the landings pages and DLL website.

Tags: marketing services, professional services, consultancy
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DLL 

MARATHON EINDHOVEN

Engagement Factory supported DLL during one of their major events – 

DLL Marathon Eindhoven. A targeted campaign was designed to inform the 

registered DLL employees and their guests as participants in the Marathon. 

Prior to the event a personalised QR code was delivered to each of the 

DLL participants to grant access to the DLL fan-zone entrance gates and 

guest lounge (1.500 people). This was enabled via a special DLL mobile 

app designed and built by Engagement Factory to support this incredible 

event. Thanks to the app the process of entrance was kept smooth and 

without queues. In addition, a special survey app was created to ask people 

their opinion about the even when they were leaving for home. By this 

means instead of sending out emails in between the event and the survey, 

DLL was able to immediately collect their visitors’ feedback.

Tags: marketing services, professional services, consultancy, app 

development
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PHILIPS 

BUYERS PERSONAS 

To build a solid foundation for effective Marketing Automation, the 

organization needs to have a clear view on its target audience. Engagement 

Factory was missioned by Philips to research and create the portfolio of 

buyer personas for Philips Lighting OEM. These personas included CEO, 

Technical Expert and Purchaser roles. Via face-2-face personal interviews 

with a carefully selected sample of target audience representatives, 

Engagement Factory presented detailed personas profiles enabling the 

company to have a better insight into decision-making process for their 

customers. In order to get the sales team on board this intelligence piece, 

the personas study was published on a special online knowledge portal. 

Tags: marketing services, consultancy, content marketing
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PHILIPS 

LEAD GENERATION CAMPAIGNS

Engagement Factory facilitates campaign management process at Philips 

Lighting. We create and manage campaigns targeted on leads generation 

and leads nurturing. By creating fully automated campaign flows that 

facilitate events and/or webinars registration process, we use marketing 

automation to ensure that the right message reaches the right audience 

at the right time. By sending professional, consistent and brand compliant 

communication towards various stakeholders, we segment members 

that can be used for new nurturing campaigns based on participant level: 

attendee, registrant, not showed up, not interested. These campaigns 

insured great conversion results - 24.5% conversion in registration for the 

event and 15.6% in those who attended.

Tags: consultancy, marketing services
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OMRON  

MODERN MARKETING

Engagement Factory helped Omron to embark on a complete overhaul 

of their marketing organization and adopt Modern Marketing in the 

organization. After realising that only implementing Eloqua would not be 

enough, the company called us to help with technical implementation 

and configuration and support them with Modern Marketing integration. 

Engagement Factory helped Omron create a closed loop demand 

generation engine through the creation of customer journeys, defining 

lead management processes and implementing lead scoring. Omron 

opted to implement Engagement Factory’s Lead Management solution, 

that optimises marketing and sales alignment with lead qualification, 

management and conversion tracking. With the Lead Management 

app Omron now effectively operates lead handover from marketing to 

sales, allowing marketing to pass qualified leads to sales and track lead 

conversion through the sales funnel. Omron and Engagement Factory will 

continue their journey to Modern Marketing, leveraging their new data 

insights and buyer personas while improving ROI and creating a more 

robust sales funnel.

Tags: consultancy, marketing services, professional services
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WE FASHION

NEWSLETTER

Engagement Factory was missioned by We Fashion to recommend a better 

structure for engagement with their customer base. A detailed analysis 

and hygiene review of various elements including unsubscribe rates, data 

cleanse, CRM performance, e-mail templates and e-newsletter layout 

was conducted by Engagement Factory. Based on this evaluation a new 

email template was defined and built, ensuring it can be easily integrated 

with Certona (personalised customer experience tool). As a result, a 

new responsive e-mail was introduced featuring three different product 

sections and multiple banner sections per email. Each section could 

have multiple layouts with the ability to move sections around, change 

the width space per section and make images smaller to avoid extra-long 

email view. This ensured significant improvement of We Fashion online 

campaigns performance in terms of engagement and efficiency.

Tags: consultancy, marketing services, professional services
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